
 

EUROLITE LED FX-300 Flower effect
RGB LED flower effect

Art. No.: 51918655
GTIN: 4026397400762

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397400762

Weight: 6,20 kg

Length: 0.40 m

Width: 0.40 m

Heigth: 0.41 m

Description:

The lighthouse of the flower effects!
A perfect symbiosis of the latest LED- and pretty old lense-technology turnes this flower into an
unique one. Because with its Fresnel lens, originally used in lighthouses, inimitable effects can
be produced. The construction operates like a big lens with a short focal distance, but, at the
same time, weighs less and is considerably smaller. The flower is equipped with 469 LEDs
(5mm). On the floor, the beams form singular or up to seven circles in most varied colors. The
seven LED-groups are switched without any noise and can create the effects at different
speeds. A DIP switch easily enables to adjust the velocity. Moreover, there is the option to have
the flower either singularly sound controlled, synchronic to more devices or targeted to be
controlled via DMX. So the LED FX-300 RGB DMX is not only suited for the hectic stage or club
atmosphere. It can as well be installed in relaxed enviroments of hotels or department stores.

Features:

- Light output via fresnel lens
- Equipped with 469 LEDs (5 mm), red 280, green 63, blue 126
- 7 LED-groups are switched without any noise and create the effects
- Functions: Static colors, automatic color cange with adjustable speed, RGB color blend, 1

internal program

- Mode selection via DIP switches
- DMX controlled operation or stand-alone operation
- Sound control via built-in microphone
- Microphone sensitivity adjustable via rotary control
- Master/Slave function for internal program
- DMX512 control via every standard DMX controller
- Ready for connection with power cord and safety plug
- Rugged housing with mounting bracket
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- Perfect on stages, in discotheques, theaters even shops and hotels

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 60,00 W

Dimensions: Width: 33 cm

 Depth: 34 cm

 Height: 37,5 cm

Weight: 5,30 kg

DMX channels: 9

DMX connection: 3-pin XLR

LED type: 5 mm

LED number: 469

Beam angle: 65°

Dimensions (L x W x H): 330 x 340 x 375 mm

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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